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As recognized, adventure as capably as experience very nearly lesson, amusement, as well as covenant can be gotten by just checking out a books Dodge Tank A LitRPG Novel Crystal Shards Online 1 as well as it is
not directly done, you could endure even more vis--vis this life, something like the world.
We allow you this proper as competently as simple quirk to acquire those all. We allow Dodge Tank A LitRPG Novel Crystal Shards Online 1 and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific research in any way.
along with them is this Dodge Tank A LitRPG Novel Crystal Shards Online 1 that can be your partner.

The John Blake Chronicles - M. Tefler 2017-10-05
You've just found the ultimate erotic science-fiction series!It's 2779 and a retired Terran Federation Marine
has taken up life as a trader. Follow John Blake's adventures as he travels the galaxy on his freighter, the
"Fool's Gold". This is the first book in a massive epic full of beautiful women, rampaging aliens, gunfights,
space combat, and a mysterious heritage that will shake the foundations of the galaxy...A multi-award
winning adult space opera by M Tefler.
The Feedback Loop - Harmon Cooper 2015-07-16
Quantum Hughes' life is stuck on repeat. While trapped in The LOOP, he struggles to free himself from a
glitch that forces him to re-live the same day over and over.
Eden's Gate: the Reborn: a LitRPG Adventure - Edward Brody 2017-02-07
When Gunnar Long is transported into the first fully-immersive virtual MMORPG, he finds himself in a new
world filled with magic, mystery and adventure. No more 9-to-5 job. No more studio apartment. No more
reality TV. Finally, he's in a place where he can call home, a place with people he can call friends. But as
more people want to trade their real world lives to get inside Eden's Gate, the government of the outside
world wants the "game" shut down at all costs. Gunnar must learn to survive, grow in power and find a way
to send a message back to his old home. "We're fine. We're alive. Eden's Gate is real." Eden's Gate is a
LitRPG adventure.
Limitless Lands - Dean Henegar 2018-08-06
Colonel James Raytak is about to die. The 93-year-old combat veteran is living his last days in a nursing
home; his only hope for survival is an experimental Medpod life support system controlled by an Artificial
Intelligence. Co-developed by the world's largest gaming company, Qualitranos the Artificial Intelligence
will also control the soon to be released game Limitless Lands. Without its creator's knowledge, the
Artificial Intelligence decides the best course of treatment is to import its patient's consciousness directly
into the game. Colonel Raytak must dust off his military training and lead his virtual troops in a fight to
repair his broken body and mind while exploring the Limitless Lands.
One in the Gut - Matthew Siege 2020-03-07
Every week, I rise from the dead...Headshot has just gone live and the whole world's playing the new
Artificial Reality blockbuster. Unfortunately, unless you can buy your way onto the Survivor's side, you can
only participate as a Zombie. Each week, the forces gather to tear each other down to the bone... until, at
week's end, the Apocalypse is reset.Ryan's played the Beta for months, but now that his favorite game has
launched, he finds it consuming his life--even as he struggles to decipher whether or not there's actually a
way to succeed if you're not willing to Pay to Win.But he's got bigger problems to deal with. There's
something sinister going on beneath the surface of Headshot, and it looks like he's wrapped up in it
whether he likes it or not. Don't miss the first book in a thrilling Post Apocalyptic LitRPG Series. It's perfect
for fans of L.M. Kerr, Tao Wong, and Ryan DeBruyn.Also Available on Audible, narrated by the awardwinning Vikas Adam (Divine Dungeon Series).*This book was previously published under the same title, but
has been polished for this full series launch by Aethon Books on all platforms.
World-Tree Online - Ea Hooper 2019-07-11
In 2056, the world's most powerful AI System, ARKUS, comes online. Created to extend human lifespans, it
quickly makes world-changing discoveries in health science. It also develops an advanced VR headset that
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uses consumable nanomachines to let users experience time faster in virtual worlds.Two years later,
ARKUS releases World-Tree Online, a game where players scale a giant tree with thousands of unique
game worlds hanging from the branches. The game's time-dilation makes it so that one hour of playtime
feels like one month to those in-game, allowing humans to virtually extend their lifespans.However, after an
old gamer named Vincent joins World-Tree Online, an update begins that stretches the time-dilation to one
year for every five seconds. Players are unable to exit the game during the update-with an estimated wait
time of three hundred sixty years.After experimenting with an exploit, Vincent begins to develop new spells
that will take him higher in the game than he ever thought possible. Unfortunately, he crosses paths with
the last moderator, a young man named Lucas that uses his mod abilities to torture and subjugate other
players.Lucas is willing to abuse his power to conquer the World-Tree, but Vincent's exploit might just be
the key to stopping him.
Redeemer of the Dead - Tao Wong 2017-12-03
Four months ago, the world changed as electronics failed and blue screens started appearing, gifting
humanity with abilities, Classes and Skills straight from a game. Unfortunately, the System hasn't finished
with humanity yet and dungeons begin to appear, bringing with them more powerful, stronger and smarter
monsters.
Dodge Tank - Rick Scott 2018-09-22
"There's only one rule...don't get hit." Ryan's life sucks. His brother is a jerk, his mom is sick, and his legs
are next to useless thanks to a neurological disorder. Plus the world ended two centuries ago from nuclear
war. Now, what's left of humanity live below ground, with the only escape from reality being the massive
VR world of Crystal Shards Online. But even ingame, Ryan's life sucks. Unable to play a combat class due to
his condition, he works as a miner, earning barely enough to get by and not nearly enough to afford the
operation that will save his mom's life. When Ryan discovers an item that grants the ability to dodge any
attack, however, he has the chance to become one of the game world's most elite and sought after players:
a Dodge Tank. But for someone who's never played a combat class, success isn't so easily had. To save his
mom, Ryan will have to overcome his disability and level his way to the top. But the real-world
consequences are more far reaching than he ever could have imagined and the fate of not just his mother,
but humanity itself, may be resting in his hands... WARNING: Contains RPG mechanics, detailed party
combat and giant boss fights. If these things do not interest you, then this is not the book for you! BUY
DODGE TANK TODAY!
Forever Fantasy Online - Rachel Aaron 2020-04
In the real world, everyone said being good at video games was a waste of time. Now, stranded and
separated across thousands of miles of new, deadly terrain, Tina and James's skill at FFO is the only thing
keeping them alive.
Ritualist - Dakota Krout 2018-03-15
Forbidden magic, devastating enemies, and treasures they'd kill for. Joe has them all, and is gaining more.
Survival isn't enough. He needs to win.
Level Up - Max Lagno 2019-01-05
If you have read the original Level Up series, we would like to warn you at once: the book has another
protagonist, although the setting is the same. The chronology of the events described in this book is the
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same as that of the first two books in the Level Up series (Restart and Hero)Mike Hagen, an American
nicknamed "Crybaby," became one of those chosen to be given an augmented reality interface. However,
his favorite game was an MMA fighter-possibly, for the reason that he'd never fought in real life, and the
interface adapted itself to him.Will Hagen be able to use it right? And will it help him to crawl out of the
dreary pit of his existence?
Ascend Online - Luke Chmilenko 2020-08

danger at every corner to keep him down. He'll carve out a place in this world with his bare hands if
necessary. He'll survive, and then he'll thrive. Whether anyone wants him to or not. -- An Outcast On
Another World puts a great focus on story and characterization, making it perfect for fans of traditional
fantasy stories, while still including plenty of skills, stats, classes, and progression for LitRPG-lovers to
enjoy. The LitRPG elements are incorporated into the main story to construct a cohesive world that's easy
to immerse yourself in. Rob's progression is weak to strong, and victories aren't handed to him on a silver
platter. No matter how powerful he gets, mid-combat ingenuity is essential to achieving victory. An Outcast
In Another World has dark elements to its narrative, but I've included appropriate humor as a balance, and
many readers have told me that some parts made them burst out laughing while other parts tugged at their
heartstrings. I truly believe that I've constructed a memorable fantasy RPG story that all types can love, and
that you'll enjoy reading it as much as I enjoyed writing it.
Awaken Online: Dominion - Travis Bagwell 2019-03
The fourth installment in the best selling Awaken Online series!Following Jason's evolution into a Keeper,
he finds his fledgling city once again in turmoil. A new and deadly enemy threatens the Twilight Throne -one that has no difficulty contending with Jason and the members of Original Sin. Jason must work quickly
to consolidate his city's power. That means securing the villages within the Twilight Throne's influence,
finding a steady stream of income, and growing the city's military strength. Even as the group grapples
with these changes, they notice that something is stirring up the native undead around the city, although
the source of this strange influence is uncertain.One thing is clear, however. Jason might have evolved, but
his enemies have adapted with him. If the Twilight Throne is to survive, the group must grow stronger and
Jason must learn to control his newfound abilities.Otherwise, the darkness may very well claim them all.
Survival Quest (The Way of the Shaman - Vasily Mahanenko 2021-05-17
An original LitRPG fantasy from one of the fathers of LitRPG. #1 bestseller in audiobooks. The unrelenting
#1 LitRPG bestseller. Translated into English, German, Polish, Czech and Korean languages. Barliona is a
brand-new virtual world which offers everyone the chance to start a new life as a valiant knight, a hero or a
beautiful princess. Many people have come here in search of a new identity. Still, for some users Barliona
has become their biggest nightmare. They are convicts sentenced to serving their term in virtual reality
with their sensory filters disabled. They can feel everything that happens to their character whether it's
pleasure or pain, strain or fatigue. For them, the difference between the real and virtual worlds is so slim
that some of the inmates lose all sense of reality. Daniel Mahan is one such convict, tried and sentenced for
hacking the city sewage network. He's assigned the class of Shaman which can become his blessing or his
curse. Will he fail - or will he rise to unthinkable heights, founding the greatest clan ever, winning the most
amazing woman and going on the most incredible escapades? The seven books of the series tell the story of
the Shaman's virtual adventures in Barliona: his ups and downs, his treacherous allies and trusty friends.
Because there's no other path if you want to become a player capable of taking the Way of the Shaman.
Project Daily Grind (Mirror World Book #1) - Alexey Osadchuk 2017-04-12
A new LitRPG series set in a virtual world of an online MMORPG game! The ads enthused, "The virtual
lands of Mirror World await you! Live out your most secret dreams in our world of Sword and Sorcery!
Become a Great Wizard or a Famous Warrior! Build your own castle, tame a dragon, conquer a kingdom!
All those desperate, lonely and insecure - Mirror World offers you a chance!" But Oleg isn't meant to
become a great wizard or a famous warrior. He'll never have a castle of his own. Neither will he ever tame
a dragon. And he's definitely not the type to conquer a kingdom, however virtual it may be. Oleg is doomed
to toil away in the recesses of Mirror World's mines. His goal is to raise enough money for a heart
transplant for his dying six-year-old daughter. The clock is ticking. Will he make it?
The Legend of Randidly Ghosthound - Puddles4263 2021-11-05
Randidly Ghosthound felt lost and alone even before the System transformed the Earth. Before every
person had to deal with the sudden presence of Levels, Skills, monsters, and the very real possibility of
death... Due to unusual circumstances, Randidly starts in an isolated Dungeon far beyond his Level, forced
to rely on the mysterious Traveler Shal in order to learn and survive with the dangerous new status quo for
his world. But survive he does, only to leave the Dungeon and discover that while he experienced several
hellish months in the Dungeon, only half a day passed on Earth. Randidly's capabilities are now more than

The Legendary Mechanic - Qi Peijia 2021-07-28
What do you do when you wake up and find yourself inside the very game that you love? What do you do
when you realize you that you have not only become an NPC - you have even been thrown back in time to
before the game even launched! What will happen when our protagonist's two realities coincide? Han Xiao
was a professional power leveler before his transmigration. Using his past life's knowledge, Han Xiao
sweeps through the universe as he prepares for the arrival of the players. This is definitely not your typical
transmigration novel.
He Who Fights with Monsters - Shirtaloon 2021-05-10
The path from retail middle management to interdimensional wizard adventurer wasn't easy, but Jason
Asano is settling into his new life. Now, a contest draws young elites to the city of Greenstone, competing
for a grand prize. Jason must gather a band of companions if he is to stand a chance against the best the
world has to offer.While the young adventurers are caught up in competition, the city leaders deal with
revelations of betrayal as a vast and terrible enemy is revealed. Although Jason seems uninvolved, he has
unknowingly crossed the enemy's path before. Friends and foes made along the way will lead him to cross it
again as inevitable conflict looms.After cementing itself as one of the best-rated serial novels on Royal Road
with an astonishing 13 million views, the He Who Fights with Monsters Series is now available on Kindle.
It's perfect for fans of Pirate Aba, Dakota Krout, and Luke Chmilenko.
Shadow Sun Survival - Dave Willmarth 2019-03-04
How well would you fare if the apocalypse fell upon you? Could you survive more than a few days? Would
you be able to feed yourself? Find clean water? Safe shelter? Heal your wounds? Allistor is a gamer geek
who has spent most of his life indoors, playing virtual reality MMORPGS and reading classic LitRPG books.
But when Earth is seized by an ancient race wielding incredibly advanced tech, who transport the entire
planet to a new location with twin suns, he finds himself fighting to survive in real life. The human race is
declared a contaminant, and the new overlords decree that 90% of us will be exterminated. Creatures out
of myth and legend are sent to do the killing. Dragons, titans, alien creatures big and small, all with a
hunger for human flesh. Humans who survive the first year will be rewarded.After seeing his family killed in
the first week, Allistor leads a small group of survivors in their struggle to stay alive. Not satisfied with
simple survival, he strives to make himself and his people stronger. The new 'magic' RPG system that now
governs the planet is something he can work with, and teach others to exploit. Thrust into a leadership
position, and with vengeance in his heart, Allistor aims to establish a stronghold, then take the fight to the
monsters who seek to enslave his people.
An Outcast in Another World - Kamikaze Potato 2021-09-12
Rob was an ordinary college sophomore when a pitch-back portal opened up on campus and tried to kidnap
his best friend. An act of heroism resulted in him being taken instead, and he was rewarded for his efforts
by being transported to another world with nothing but a sword and the clothes on his back. On the first
day, he almost died. On the second day, he almost died. On the third, he began to notice a worrying trend.
And almost died Whether he encounters wolves, cliffs, dungeons, monsters, or diseases, every day is a
struggle to survive. The one advantage he has is his newfound ability to gain Levels and Stats, making
himself stronger in order to survive the hostile lands that he was unceremoniously dumped into. He'll have
to gain knowledge of the innerworkings of the world and its magic - progressing both his strength and his
knowledge - in order to stay alive long enough to get revenge on whoever kidnapped him away from
everything he knew and loved. Overcoming the wilds is just the first step in his journey; the locals aren't
fond of humans, and discovering the dark past behind this new world's history of war and strife changes
everything. As far as isekai adventures go, Rob drew the short straw in many ways, but it'll take more than
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enough to help build a small enclave of survivors, but that doesn't mean balancing his sense of
responsibility against the plots of an unfriendly town will be easy. And although he doesn't know it, he
needs to prepare. Because the System has sent down a Tribulation, which waits in the shadows and
monitors his every move... Don't miss the start of this hit LitRPG Fantasy series with over 50 Million views
on Royal Road. For the first time, The Legend of Randidly Ghosthound is now available with loads of new
content on Kindle, Kindle Unlimited, and Audible narrated by Macleod Andrews. About the Series:
Experience a particular flavor of the System Apocalypse genre of LitRPG/GameLit, where Skill growth and
the Path System allow individuals to tailor their growth toward infinite possibilities. There are Classes,
Skills, Levels, and Rarities that will feel familiar to any connoisseur of role-playing games. Follow Randidly
as he balances his growing power with the worrisome ripples of his existence. The System doesn't
discriminate; when he is ready for more dangerous threats, the rest of humanity better be ready, too. Those
who have read the web-novel when it was available online can experience the saga the way it was always
meant to be told, fully revised and re-edited, and with tons of new material!
Eden's Gate: the Sparrow: a LitRPG Adventure - Edward Brody 2017-06-12
After accepting the fact that he will never know his old reality again, Gunnar looks forward to building a
new life inside Eden's Gate. It's time to form a guild, gather resources, and earn the acceptance of the
Edgewood inhabitants. If only things were that easy... The dark elves aren't thrilled about having humans in
Edgewood, the mine isn't vacant, and you can't form a guild without at least a few guild mates. Will Gunnar
pursue Adeelee? Is Rachel still out there somewhere? And who is Jax exactly? Could he really be a
Sparrow?
Cultivating Chaos - William D Arand 2020-05-12
Ash's life is anything but normal these days.Having unlocked his Dantian, he's grown in power. Grown to
the point where he has others that depend on him for that power.In this world of martial arts, only the
strong and the ruthless survive.Everyone else is merely a stepping stone on their path of Cultivation, or an
obstacle to be overcome.Or knocked down.A world where the strong rule, and the weak die.Utilizing the
Hall, the voice in his head that calls itself Locke, and all the powers available to him, Ash has begun his own
journey of Cultivation.Except that as a Fated One, his journey is a narrow and winding path between two
cosmic forces. Each one vying for dominance.And that has nothing to do with what Locke has planned for
him.This is his second step in his life as a Cultivator. Overcoming his first tribulation, and solidifying his
Dantian.This is a VeilVerse novel.Warning and minor spoiler: This novel contains graphic violence,
undefined relationships/a full harem, unconventional opinions/beliefs, and a hero who is tactful as a dog at
a cat show. Read at your own risk.
Survival Quest (the Way of the Shaman Book #1) - Vasily Mahanenko 2015-10-26
Barliona. A virtual world jam-packed with monsters, battles - and predictably, players. Millions of them
come to Barliona, looking forward to the things they can't get in real life: elves and magic, dragons and
princesses, and unforgettable combat. The game has become so popular that players now choose to spend
months online without returning home. In Barliona, anything goes: you can assault fellow players, level up,
become a mythical hero, a wizard or a legendary thief. The only rule that attempted to regulate the game
demanded that no player was allowed to feel actual pain. But there's an exception to every rule. For a
certain bunch of players, Barliona has become their personal hell. They are criminals sent to Barliona to
serve their time. They aren't in it for the dragons' gold or the abundant loot. All they want is to survive the
virtual inferno. They face the ultimate survival quest.
Watchers Test - Sean Oswald 2020-04-02
This isn't a game. This is his new life.Dave has been wandering through life for a long time. His day job
bores him and he never seems to be able to meet his family's expectations. The only escape he's ever had is
his love of MMORPG's. But when he becomes the subject of a test without even knowing it, he's portaled
into a game-world called Eloria with no way out. It's a frequent daydream of his, however, in none of those
dreams did his wife and kids ever accompany him. Now, Dave must balance protecting his family with
exploring his dream... oh, and trying to stay alive. Monstrous beasts roam Eloria, worst of all, an undead
army led by the vile Death Knight.He'll have to adapt fast and learn to cooperate if he hopes to make a new
home for his family. And just maybe, along the way, he'll find out why they're living a life in
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exile.Experience the epic first installment of a LitRPG saga perfect for fans of C.M Carney, Blaise Corvin,
and Charles Dean.Also available on Audible, narrated by Peter Berkrot (Alpha World, Earth Force).
Principles of Likability - Patrick King 2019-09-04
Small changes for big results in your social life, presence, and relationships. Learn how to be captivating,
memorable, and magnetic. Likability is one of the most important traits you’ll ever learn. It’s more
important than your intelligence, looks, status, wealth, prestige, or education. Likability is the true
currency of life. Do you seem to fade from people’s memory as soon as the conversation ends? Banish those
feelings of rejection and dejection. Principles of Likability investigates the aspect of human nature that
affects us the most - what makes us drawn to someone without our even realizing it? This is what we strive
for everyday, and it can make or break our moods. Likability - what is it and how can we achieve it
consistently? Use the principles laid out in this book and you’ll wonder no more. Make a powerful first
impression and build a thriving social circle. Patrick King is an internationally bestselling author and social
skills coach. His writing draws of a variety of sources, from scientific research, academic experience,
coaching, and real life experience. He has taught the art of becoming likable for years and only writes
about real tactics that have been proven to work. Utilize the subconscious causes of likability and charm.
•Simple everyday decisions to be more likable. •Why conventional advice about focusing on others is
flawed. •How to actually listen - a unique and different approach. •What value has to do with your likability
and charm. Become pursued and sought out instead of ignored and forgotten. •Why being shallow isn’t
always bad, and is actually valuable. •What abrasiveness is and why it’s more powerful than likability.
•How to become worthy of being liked as second nature. Likability has the power to take you anywhere you
want in life.
AlterWorld - D Rus 2014-07-18
cation Date: July 18, 2014 A new pandemic - the perma effect - has taken over Earth of the near future.
Whenever you play your favorite online game, beware: your mind might merge with the virtual world and
dump its comatose host. Woe be to those stuck forever in Tetris! And still they're the lucky ones compared
to those burning alive eternally within the scorched hulls of tank simulators. But some unfortunates - the
handicapped and the terminally ill, shell-shocked army vets, wronged crime victims and other society
misfits - choose to flee real life willingly, escaping to the limitless world of online sword and sorcery
MMORPGs. Once a seasoned gamer and now a terminal cancer patient, Max grasps at this final chance to
preserve his life and identity. So he goes for it - goes for the promise of immortality shared with a few
trusty friends and the woman he loves. Together they roam the roads of AlterWorld and sample its agony
and ecstasy born of absolute freedom.
Freeway Rick Ross - Rick Ross 2014-06-11
A notorious drug kingpin reigning over Los Angeles, California and operating across numerous other states,
Rick was sentenced to life imprisonment in 1996. But following the discovery his drug source was linked to
the CIA and he had been used as a pawn in the Iran-Contra scandal, he received a reduced sentence.
Minecraft: The Crash - Tracey Baptiste 2018-07-10
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This official Minecraft novel is an action-packed thriller! When a new
virtual-reality version of the game brings her dreams—and doubts—to life, one player must face her fears.
Bianca has never been good at following the plan. She’s more of an act-now, deal-with-the-consequenceslater kind of person. But consequences can’t be put off forever, as Bianca learns when she and her best
friend, Lonnie, are in a terrible car crash. Waking up in the hospital, almost paralyzed by her injuries,
Bianca is faced with questions she’s not equipped to answer. She chooses instead to try a new virtualreality version of Minecraft that responds to her every wish, giving her control over a world at the very
moment she thought she’d lost it. As she explores this new realm, she encounters a mute, glitching avatar
she believes to be Lonnie. Bianca teams up with Esme and Anton, two kids who are also playing on the
hospital server, to save her friend. But the road to recovery isn’t without its own dangers. The kids are
swarmed by mobs seemingly generated by their fears and insecurities, and now Bianca must deal with the
uncertainties that have been plaguing her: Is Lonnie really in the game? And can Bianca help him return to
reality? Collect all of the official Minecraft books: Minecraft: The Island Minecraft: The Crash Minecraft:
The Lost Journals Minecraft: The Survivors’ Book of Secrets Minecraft: Exploded Builds: Medieval Fortress
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immersion. Yet Jason quickly finds himself pushed down a path he didn't expect. In this game, he isn't the
hero. There are no damsels to save. There are no bad guys to vanquish. In fact, he might just be the villain.
(This novel contains graphic violence and language. If books had ratings, it would be rated "M" for Mature)
One More Last Time - Eric Ugland 2018-09-27
A ruined life. A broken heart.?He thought it was the end, and his gun sat ready to make sure.But an oddball
offer from his only friend comes at the literal last second. Curiosity gets the best of him, and he finds
himself sucked into iNcarn8, a game claiming to be a whole new life. Now as Montana, the larger-than-life
tank warrior, he has one more last time to get his life right.One More Last time is the first book in The Good
Guys, a LitRPG GameLit series. If you like fast-paced adventure, RPG mechanics, and sweet level
progression with a deep magic and game system, this book is for you. It has notes of The Land and classic
Dungeons & Dragons campaigns, and stars a lovable idiot of a main character who can't seem to shake his
dark past and find the quiet life he so wants.
The Crafting of Chess - Kit Falbo 2019-02-20
Nate wants more to life than moving from town to town, hustling chess with his con-man grandfather or
wagering pick-up games online. A new immersive game opens up the chance to bring in a steady paycheck.
Maybe enough to convince his grandfather to stay straight. Little does he know how his actions will change
his life.A GameLit coming of age story.
Fashionably Dead - Robyn Peterman 2014-02-18
When Astrid tries to stop smoking she ends up a member of the undead. She had never believed in
vampyres before, but now she knows that they do exist no matter what she thought before.
How to Catch a Cheater - Rick Scott 2021-03-08
If you suspect infidelity and want to know the truth, this is the book for you. Reading this book will help you
get undeniable proof that your mate is being unfaithful. If you are tired of being someone's doormat and
want to take action, this book will guide you through the process of uncovering deception. You deserve the
truth. This is the 1st Step to catching a cheater.
Hack - LitRPG Reads 2018-04-30
ONE MORE LEVEL Ever dream of being trapped in a virtual reality RPG? Craving one more quest? Read
on, adventurer! Sarah, Eric and Josh secretly log onto the new Tower of Gates VRMMORPG and stumble on
a world unlike any they have seen before. Swords, sorcery, and intrigue abound. While not planning on
staying in the unreleased game long, life happens. They soon learn the stakes are even higher than they
imagined. To survive, they will need all their strength, courage, and wisdom, not to mention help from
friendly NPCs, magic items, and everything else as they delve deeper into the game. Hack is the first book
of the Tower of Gates LitRPG Saga. Previously published as the first half of Goblin. Extensive rewritten and
professionally edited. Enjoy...
Eden's Gate: the Sands: a LitRPG Adventure - Edward Brody 2017-11-22
With Unity formed, Gunnar feels like he's created a family like he's never had before. All that's left is to
grow in strength, continue building in Edgewood, and maybe earn a little affection from Princess Adeelee.
Nothing can tear him away from his friends and newly founded guild. Or can it? Gunnar still has a lot to
learn about his massive, new world. There are eyes and ears everywhere. Deception can come when you
least expect it, and in Eden's Gate, sometimes you can lose control of your own fate. And Rachel? Maybe
she's still out there... somewhere.
Cost of Survival - Tao Wong 2020-02-11
The Onlivik Spores have been defeated, the dungeon tamed but at great cost. John and his friends are
reeling from the losses, but the countdown to full integration to the System continues. Threatened by
System-integrated races and new, more powerful monsters, John will need to get creative if he and the city
are to survive. The Cost of Survival is Book 3 of the System Apocalypse, a LitRPG / GameLit Apocalypse
book that combines modern day life, science fiction and fantasy elements along with game mechanics.

Minecraft: Guide to Exploration Minecraft: Guide to Creative Minecraft: Guide to the Nether & the End
Minecraft: Guide to Redstone Minecraft: Mobestiary Minecraft: Guide to Enchantments & Potions
Minecraft: Guide to PVP Minigames Minecraft: Guide to Farming Minecraft: Let’s Build! Theme Park
Adventure Minecraft for Beginners
World of Beasts - Tinalynge 2018-04-30
In the continent of Chang'an humans had lived as livestock and slaves to the Primordial Beasts. These
beasts were ferocious, bloodthirsty and overwhelmingly powerful, but even so, the humans managed to
prevail in the face of despair.As the human race grew stronger the Primordial Beasts fought back with
relentless fierceness, rousing beast hordes to engage in frenzied battles over the land. Every single child on
the continent was taught martial arts for the sake of fighting these Primordial Beasts, yet many of them
were sent straight to their death.In this world filled with constant battle, a young boy was born. This young
boy was hoping to become the most outstanding cultivator, but who would have thought that his talent was
so poor that he could not even cultivate? As the boy was filled with despair over his unfortunate situation, a
life changing event occurred which would forever leave a scar in his mind, pushing him to transcend his
limits and grow to become a legend.
The Weirdest Noob - Arthur Stone 2017-03-22
Something quite odd is happening in Second World--the planet's foremost MMORPG. Something that's
causing alliances to be broken, and friendships, forgotten. A worthless low-level mine becomes the stage of
vicious battles, its burned ruins suddenly contested by the game's toughest clans. Every border is
controlled, and every road in the province blocked off. The weak players and NPCs alike are subjected to
non-stop violent raids courtesy of Eastern invaders. And the strong... The strong are scouring the virtual
world for the culprit--the weirdest noob the game has ever seen.
Reincarnation Of The Strongest Sword God 2 Anthology - Lucky Old Cat
Starting over once more, he has entered this ¡°living game¡± again in order to control his own fate. This
time, he will not be controlled by others. Previously the Level 200 Sword King, he will rise to a higher peak
in this life. Methods to earn money! Dungeon conquering strategies! Legendary Quests! Equipment drop
locations! Undiscovered battle techniques! Even the secrets Beta Testers were unknowledgeable of, he
knows of them all. Massive wars, life advancement, entering Godhood, sword reaching to the peak; a
legend of a man becoming a Sword God has begun.
Dungeon Crawler Carl - Matt Dinniman 2020-09-21
The apocalypse will be televised! A man. His ex-girlfriend's cat. A sadistic game show unlike anything in the
universe: a dungeon crawl where survival depends on killing your prey in the most entertaining way
possible. In a flash, every human-erected construction on Earth--from Buckingham Palace to the tiniest of
sheds--collapses in a heap, sinking into the ground. The buildings and all the people inside have all been
atomized and transformed into the dungeon: an 18-level labyrinth filled with traps, monsters, and loot. A
dungeon so enormous, it circles the entire globe. Only a few dare venture inside. But once you're in, you
can't get out. And what's worse, each level has a time limit. You have but days to find a staircase to the next
level down, or it's game over. In this game, it's not about your strength or your dexterity. It's about your
followers, your views. Your clout. It's about building an audience and killing those goblins with style. You
can't just survive here. You gotta survive big. You gotta fight with vigor, with excitement. You gotta make
them stand up and cheer. And if you do have that "it" factor, you may just find yourself with a following.
That's the only way to truly survive in this game--with the help of the loot boxes dropped upon you by the
generous benefactors watching from across the galaxy. They call it Dungeon Crawler World. But for Carl,
it's anything but a game.
Awaken Online - Travis Bagwell 2016-07-23
Jason logs into Awaken Online fed-up with reality. He's in desperate need of an escape, and this game is his
ticket to finally feeling the type of power and freedom that's so sorely lacking in his real life. Awaken Online
is a brand new virtual reality game that just hit the market, promising an unprecedented level of
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